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INSPIRING 
ACTIVE 
PLAY

BERG Trampolines
Safe, strong and unlimited jumping pleasure!

Quality
Only the very best is good enough! To guarantee the best quality at all times all 
our trampolines and materials are tested under all kinds of weather conditions 
by independent specialists such as TÜV and Intertek. 

Safety
To ensure that a BERG really is the safest choice, we continue to innovate and test. 

We ensure that every part of every trampoline is strong and safe. The protective 
edge, for example, is not only UV and wear-resistant, it also fits perfectly on the 

jumping mat. When you choose BERG you choose quality and safety.

Fun and games

BERG develops products which children can play on and enjoy without a care 
in the world. Children give playing and trampolining top priority! Children can 
fantasise and make new discoveries to their heart’s content on a trampoline.  
You can try out our trampolines at one of our sales outlets.

Design
A trampoline is a large object in any garden. That’s why BERG’s team of 

engineers invests a great deal of time and attention into the design of the 
various trampolines. The frame, the protective edge and the optional safety 

net give the trampoline a neat and tidy appearance. 

Innovation
At our head office in Ede (NL) we are constantly working on new products and 
technologies to suit the needs of you and your children. BERG’s product range 
continues to expand. BERG continues to bring trampolines onto the market in 
increasingly more sizes, shapes and colours, so that there is something for everyone!

Sustainability
BERG works on the basis of conscious choices, which means that we take the 

world around us into account. Sustainability is an important aspect in this context. 
We produce all our products environmentally friendly. We pay particular attention 

to this when producing every part of every product. 

’
‘
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BERG Trampoline comparison BERG Trampoline summary

BERG Trampoline summaryBERG Trampoline comparison

The frame of a round trampoline is very strong. On a round 
trampoline you always jump towards the centre. The best 
jumps are made in the centre of a round trampoline. This 
is because the tension on the springs and the frame is 
equally divided when jumping.

BERG Trampoline

The oval shape combines the efficient strength of a round frame 
with the large jumping surface of a rectangular trampoline. On 
an oval trampoline you can make some nice jumps over the 
entire length.

BERG               Trampoline

BERG Elite
Ø 330, 380 and 430 cm

BERG Champion
Ø 270, 330, 380 and 430 cm

Also available as BERG Ultim Champion and 
 BERG Grand Champion

BERG Favorit
Ø 270, 330, 380 and 430 cm 

BERG Talent
Ø 180, 240 and 300 cm

Frame:
Galvanised and black finish**

TwinSpring  
Gold springs

Jumping comfort:     Quality:

• Arched construction for extra 
stability and safety

• Superior quality safety net

Frame: 
Protective edge: 
Jumping mat: 
Springs: 

Warranty:Warranty

13 years* 
2 years 
2 years 
5 years

Warranty:
Warranty

13 years* 
5 years 
2 years 
5 years

Warranty:
Frame: 
Protective edge: 
Jumping mat: 
Springs: 

Warranty

13 years* 
5 years 
2 years 
5 years

Frame: 
Protective edge: 
Jumping mat: 
Springs:

 

Warranty:Warranty

8 years* 
2 years 
2 years 
2 years

Frame: 
Protective edge: 
Jumping mat: 
Springs:

 

Warranty:Warranty

5 years* 
1 year 

2 years 
2 years

UV-resistant  
protective edge***

UV5

Protective edge 

30 mm

380 mm

30 mm

UV-resistant  
protective edge***

UV4

Protective edge 

20 mm

380 mm

10 mm

UV-resistant  
protective edge***

UV

Protective edge 

17 mm

290 mm

17 mm

TwinSpring  
Gold springs

GoldSpring  
Solo springs

The GoldSpring Solo springs are 
longer than the springs on the 

Talent. As a result, these springs 
are more flexible. 

GoldSpring  
Talent springs

These short springs ensure 
that you have as much jumping 
surface as possible on smaller 

trampolines.

Frame:
Galvanised and black finish**

Frame:
Galvanised

Frame:
Galvanised

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Jumping comfort:     Quality:
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Jumping comfort:     Quality:
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Jumping comfort:     Quality:
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

13 years* 
5 years 
2 years 
5 yearsLess resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

AirFlow jumping mat

Less resistance while jumping, 
which is why you can make 

higher jumps.

AirFlow jumping mat

Durable jumping mat made 
from very strong woven 

material.

Jumping mat

Durable jumping mat made 
from very strong woven 

material.

Jumping mat

Also available as BERG Ultim Elite and 
 BERG Grand Elite

Protective edge 

UV-resistant  
protective edge***

UV10

On a rectangular trampoline you can jump over the entire length. 
The jumps that you make on a rectangular trampoline are more 
controlled. That’s why rectangular trampolines are used by top 
performers at the Olympic Games. The shape ensures that the 
trampoline fits perfectly in almost any garden.

BERG                 Trampoline

BERG InGround +
Safety Net

BERG InGround
(Sports)

BERG FlatGround
A FlatGround trampoline 

integrates seamlessly with 
your garden. This is because 
the protective edge of the 

trampoline is completely level 
with the garden. This makes 
the trampoline unobtrusive 
and very easy to step onto.

The sunken trampoline 
without safety net (sports) 
is nicely concealed in your 

garden. The low threshold of 
20/27 centimetres makes the 
trampoline easy and safe to 

step onto. 

A sunken trampoline with a 
safety net has a low threshold, 

making it easy and safe to 
step onto. The InGround 

trampoline is less visible in the 
garden than a high trampoline.

If you prefer not to dig a hole in 
your garden, a high trampoline is 
a good choice. A high trampoline 

is easy to install and move 
around. A high trampoline is also 

clearly visible in your garden.

Also available as BERG Grand Favorit

Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*

Perfect Jump Area GoldSpring Solo*
Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*

Perfect Jump Area GoldSpring Solo*
Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*

Safety Net Deluxe

• Arched construction for extra 
stability and safety

• Superior quality safety net

Safety Net Deluxe

• Stylish design
• 8 poles

Safety Net Comfort

• Stylish design
• 6 poles

Safety Net Comfort

BERG Regular +
Safety Net

* TwinSpring springs are fitted on the Elite and Champion trampolines as standard.

Because these springs are placed  
at an angle, they are extra long 
and extremely flexible without 
reducing the jumping surface.

Because these springs are placed  
at an angle, they are extra long 
and extremely flexible without 
reducing the jumping surface.

* On registration at bergtoys.com/registration. ** InGround trampolines have a zinc coating and no black finish.
*** The UV values mentioned are a BERG Classification. This is not an official UV factor.

400 mm

30 mm
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LEVELS Game*
AVAILABLE WITH

BERG Elite  
+ Safety Net Deluxe    

BERG Elite InGround  
+ Safety Net Deluxe        

UV10

Safety Net Deluxe:
• High-quality net material
• Curved poles for extra protection
• The extra upper edge keeps the net

nice and taut

LEVELS Game*
AVAILABLE WITH

High-end glossy finish

The high quality and the UV blockers 
make the protective edge extremely UV 
resistant. As a result, discolouration of 
the protective edge is minimised and it 

remains attractive for many years

Do you want the very best trampoline there is? In that case you 
should go for the BERG Elite! The solid protective edge and 
its long-term attractiveness make the Elite unique. It is super 
sturdy and made of the very best and strongest material on 
the market. This makes the protective edge durable and 
keeps it optimally protected from exposure to the sun. 

Due to the diagonally placed 
TwinSpring Gold springs  
you can make better and  

safer jumps over the  
entire trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of the best material so that 
the protective edge is perfectly 

protected from the sun. The 
protective edge is suitable for 
intensive use and is extra safe.

BERG Elite UV10

Jump until you are fit on our very best 
trampoline with TwinSpring Gold springs.  
These springs will ensure that you get the 
most out of your workout. Very suitable for  
an intensive training!

BERG Elite InGround

BERG Elite FlatGround
A trampoline that is barely noticeable? 

The Elite FlatGround is sunk into the 
ground at the same level as your garden, 

making it nicely concealed.

The Elite FlatGround has a 
special noice-reducing strap 

underneath the padding. This 
prevents the padding from ratt-

ling against the jumping mat and 
enables you to make quite jumps.

The rectangular tubular 
frame is very strong and 

of high quality. As a result, 
the trampoline remains 

stationary and noiseless. 

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green

Art. no.
l red Model Diameter Entrance 

height
Test 

weight
Max. jumping 

weight
Thickness  
protective

edge

Width 
protective 

edge

37.81.03.00 37.81.07.00 37.81.00.00 BERG Elite 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330 cm 85 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.82.03.00 37.82.07.00 37.82.00.00 BERG Elite 380 + Safety Net Deluxe 380 cm 90 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.84.03.00 37.84.07.00 37.84.00.00 BERG Elite 430 + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.84.13.01 - - BERG Elite 430 Levels + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.91.03.00 37.91.07.00 37.91.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.92.03.00 37.92.07.00 37.92.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 380 + Safety Net Deluxe 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.94.03.00 37.94.07.00 37.94.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 430 + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.94.13.01 - - BERG Elite InGround 430 Levels + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.51.03.00 37.51.07.00 37.51.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 330 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.52.03.00 37.52.07.00 37.52.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 380 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 400 mm

37.54.03.00 37.54.07.00 37.54.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 430 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

38.31.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 330 330 cm 0 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 440 mm

38.32.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 380 380 cm 0 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 440 mm

38.34.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 430 430 cm 0 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 440 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration. 
* More information can be found on page 29. 

BERG Elite BERG Elite

+14
age

On a round trampoline you 
always jump towards the 

centre, which makes jumping 
extra safe.

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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BERG                 Elite  
+ Safety Net Deluxe    

Due to the diagonally 
placed TwinSpring Gold 

springs you can make better 
and safer jumps over the  

entire trampoline. 

The oval shape combines the 
efficient strength of a round 
frame with the large jumping 

surface of a rectangular 
trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of the best material so 
that the protective edge is 

perfectly protected from the 
sun. The protective edge is 

suitable for intensive use and is 
extra safe.

UV10

High-end glossy finish

The special connection between the 
protective edge and the Safety Net 

makes the trampoline extra safe

The protective edge is extremely 
UV resistant and remains 
attractive for many years

Do you want the very best oval trampoline? In that case 
you should go for the BERG Elite! The oval shape combines 
the efficient strength of a round frame with the large 
jumping surface of a rectangular trampoline. The solid 
protective edge and its long-term attractiveness make 
the Elite unique. It is super sturdy and made of the very 
best and strongest material on the market. This makes 
the protective edge durable and keeps it optimally 
protected from exposure to the sun. 

BERG              Elite

BERG  
                 Elite InGround  
+ Safety Net Deluxe

Art. no.
l grey Model Dimensions Entrance 

height Test weight Max. jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

30.45.75.30 BERG Grand Elite 520 + Safety Net Deluxe 520x345 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

30.43.75.30 BERG Grand Elite InGround 520 + Safety Net Deluxe 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

30.43.25.30 BERG Grand Elite InGround 520 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

+14
age

The protective edge is 
extremely UV resistant  

and will last for many years.

BERG Grand Elite BERG Grand Elite

Safety Net Deluxe:
• High-quality net material
• Curved poles for extra protection
• The extra upper edge keeps the net

nice and taut

The oval shape, combined with the Airflow 
jumping mat and the TwinSpring springs ensure 

a wonderful workout on your trampoline.

              Elite InGround    
BERG

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

The net, which is attached 
to the protective edge, 

prevents children, animals 
and toys from getting under 

the trampoline.
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NEW!

+14
age

Do you want the very best rectangular trampoline there is? Then 
go for the BERG Ultim Elite. The rectangular shape also helps 
you to make some nice, controlled jumps over the entire length 
of the trampoline. The solid protective edge and its long-
term attractiveness make the Elite unique. It is super sturdy 
and made of the very best and strongest material on the 
market. This makes the protective edge durable and keeps 
it optimally protected from exposure to the sun. AeroWall 
makes trampolining even more fun!

BERG               Elite

             Elite FlatGround

Due to the diagonally placed 
TwinSpring Gold springs  
you can make better and 

safer jumps over the  
entire trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of the best material so 
that the protective edge is 

perfectly protected from the 
sun. The protective edge is 

suitable for intensive use and  
is extra safe.

Its shape ensures that you can 
make nice jumps across the 

entire length of the trampoline 
and that it fits perfectly in 

your garden.

UV10

The FlatGround trampoline has a special 
noise-reducing strap underneath the 

protective edge. This prevents the 
protective edge from rattling against  
the jumping mat and enables you to 

make super quiet jumps

The patented frame 
is easy to assemble 

and installBERG

Art. no.
l black Model Dimensions Entrance 

height Test weight Max. jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective 

edge

32.41.25.40 BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround 500 500x300 cm 0 cm 600 kg 120 kg 45 mm 440 mm

32.41.85.40 BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround 500 + AeroWall 2x2 500x300 cm 0 cm 600 kg 120 kg 45 mm 440 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

BERG Ultim Elite BERG Ultim Elite

The unique AeroWall is designed for practising (extreme) 
tricks by professional jumpers. The Wall is pumped up 

and then attached to a super sturdy and solid frame. 
This makes the Wall very sturdy and suitable for jumping 

against. The Wall is easy to install and remove. 

The gapless protective edge consists  
of one continuous piece of foam.  
This ensures complete protection  
of the springs and the frame

BERG’s largest, rectangular trampoline  
(5x3 metres) with much more jumping space.

The rectangular tubular 
frame is very strong and 
of high quality. As a result, 
the trampoline remains 
stationary and noiseless

2m wide

2m
 h

ig
h

BERG AeroWall 2x2

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

The persons shown in the image are trained athletes who practice trampolining as a sport.
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LEVELS Game*
AVAILABLE WITH

BERG Champion  
+ Safety Net Deluxe    

BERG  
Champion InGround  
+ Safety Net Deluxe

On a BERG Champion you can jump higher and better 
than ever! This is due to the TwinSpring springs and the 
AirFlow jumping mat. This combination ensures less air 
resistance and a larger jumping surface. Also, the thick 
protective edge and the sturdy frame construction make 
the trampoline super safe. You can choose from two 
different nets: the Safety Net Deluxe or the Safety  
Net Comfort.

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping,  

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of strong material so that 
the protective edge remains 

attractive for a long time. The 
protective edge is made from 
PVC, which makes it very safe.

Rustproof frame due to 
galvanisation and black finish

Self-closing entrance

BERG Champion UV5

Jump until you are fit on this trampoline with 
TwinSpring Gold springs. These springs will ensure 
that you get the most out of your workout.  
Very suitable for an intensive training!

BERG Champion InGround

BERG Champion FlatGround
A trampoline that is barely noticeable?  
The Champion FlatGround is sunk into the 
ground at the same level as your garden, 
so that it is nicely concealed.

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green Model Diameter Entrance 

height
Test 

weight
Max. jump-
ing weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

- 35.39.04.01 BERG Champion 270 + Safety Net Comfort 270 cm 70 cm 350 kg 70 kg 30 mm 380 mm

- 35.39.01.02 BERG Champion 270 + Safety Net Deluxe 270 cm 70 cm 350 kg 70 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.41.94.01 35.41.04.01 BERG Champion 330 + Safety Net Comfort 330 cm 85 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.41.93.01 35.41.01.02 BERG Champion 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330 cm 85 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.42.94.01 35.42.04.01 BERG Champion 380 + Safety Net Comfort 380 cm 90 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.42.93.01 35.42.01.02 BERG Champion 380 + Safety Net Deluxe 380 cm 90 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.94.01 35.44.05.01 BERG Champion 430 + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.93.01 35.44.01.02 BERG Champion 430 + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.98.01 - BERG Champion 430 Levels + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.99.01 - BERG Champion 430 Levels + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

- 35.39.06.01 BERG Champion InGround 270 + Safety Net Comfort 270 cm 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 30 mm 380 mm

- 35.39.05.01 BERG Champion InGround 270 + Safety Net Deluxe 270 cm 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.41.92.01 35.41.06.01 BERG Champion InGround 330 + Safety Net Comfort 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.41.91.01 35.41.05.01 BERG Champion InGround 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.42.92.01 35.42.06.01 BERG Champion InGround 380 + Safety Net Comfort 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.42.91.01 35.42.05.01 BERG Champion InGround 380 + Safety Net Deluxe 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.92.01 35.44.09.01 BERG Champion InGround 430 + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.91.01 35.44.08.01 BERG Champion InGround 430 + Safety Net Deluxe 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

- 35.39.57.01 BERG Champion InGround 270 270 cm 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.41.53.01 35.41.57.01 BERG Champion InGround 330 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.42.53.01 35.42.57.01 BERG Champion InGround 380 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 380 mm

35.44.53.01 35.44.57.01 BERG Champion InGround 430 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 380 mm

38.11.03.00 38.11.07.00 BERG Champion FlatGround 330 330 cm 0 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

38.12.03.00 38.12.07.00 BERG Champion FlatGround 380 380 cm 0 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 400 mm

38.14.03.00 38.14.07.00 BERG Champion FlatGround 430 430 cm 0 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 400 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.
* More information can be found on page 29. 

The rectangular tubular frame is 
very strong and of high quality

BERG Champion BERG Champion

+14
age

Safety Net Deluxe:
• High-quality net material
• Curved poles for extra protection
• The extra upper edge keeps the net

nice and taut

On a round trampoline you 
always jump towards the 

centre, which makes jumping 
extra safe.

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Due to the diagonally placed 
TwinSpring Gold springs  
you can make better and 

safer jumps over the  
entire trampoline. 
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BERG                 Champion
 + Safety Net Deluxe    

BERG                  Champion 
InGround + Safety Net Deluxe        

Provided with a black finish

Choose the champion of both worlds! The Grand Champion 
combines the advantages of the strong round frame with 
the large jumping surface of a rectangular trampoline. This 
makes trampolining not only fun but also safe. The attractive 
protective edge and the rustproof frame make your 
trampoline look appealing at all times. 

The oval shape combines the 
efficient strength of a round 
frame with the large jumping 

surface of a rectangular 
trampoline. 

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of strong material so that 
the protective edge remains 

attractive for a long time, even 
when exposed to sunlight. The 
protective edge is made from 
PVC, which makes it very safe.

UV5

The special connection between the 
protective edge and the Safety Net 

makes the trampoline extra safe

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green Model Dimensions Entrance 

height
Test 

weight
Max. 

jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

- 30.35.73.70 BERG Grand Champion 350 + Safety Net Deluxe 350x250 cm 85 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 390 mm

- 30.35.74.70 BERG Grand Champion 470 + Safety Net Deluxe 470x310 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

30.35.75.30 30.35.75.70 BERG Grand Champion 520 + Safety Net Deluxe 520x345 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

- 30.33.73.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 350 + Safety Net Deluxe 350x250 cm 27 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 390 mm

- 30.33.74.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 470 + Safety Net Deluxe 470x310 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

30.33.75.30 30.33.75.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 520 + Safety Net Deluxe 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

- 30.33.13.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 350 350x250 cm 27 cm 550 kg 110 kg 30 mm 390 mm

- 30.33.14.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 470 470x310 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

30.33.25.30 30.33.25.70 BERG Grand Champion InGround 520 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 30 mm 390 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

An extra wide 
protective edge  

(390 mm) for even  
safer trampolining.

BERG Grand Champion BERG Grand Champion

30 mm

390 mm

30 mm

The oval shape, combined with the Airflow  
jumping mat and the TwinSpring springs ensure  

a wonderful workout on your trampoline.

              Champion InGround    
BERG

The net, which is attached 
to the protective edge, 

prevents children, animals 
and toys from getting under 

the trampoline.

+14
age

Safety Net Deluxe:
• High-quality net material
• Curved poles for extra protection
• The extra upper edge keeps the net

nice and taut

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ BERG                 Champion

Due to the diagonally placed 
TwinSpring Gold springs  
you can make better and 

safer jumps over the  
entire trampoline. 
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BERG               Champion  
+ Safety Net Deluxe    

BERG             Champion  
InGround + Safety Net Deluxe        

Its shape ensures that you can 
make nice jumps across the entire 
length of the trampoline and that 

it fits perfectly in your garden.

The AirFlow jumping mat 
allows 50% more air 

permeation. This ensures less 
resistance while jumping, 

which is why you can make 
higher jumps.

Made of strong material so that 
the protective edge remains 

attractive for a long time, even 
when exposed to sunlight. The 
protective edge is made from 
PVC, which makes it very safe.

The rectangular shape of the Ultim Champion makes your jumps 
on the trampoline more controllable. The rectangular shape 
also ensures that you can jump across the entire length of the 
trampoline and that it fits perfectly in your garden. The attractive 
protective edge and the rustproof frame make your trampoline 
look appealing at all times.

Provided with a black finish

 The robust, curved poles 
provide extra safety

UV5

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green Model Dimensions Entrance 

height Test weight
Max. 

jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective 

edge

32.35.73.30 32.35.73.70 BERG Ultim Champion 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330x220 cm 90 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

32.33.73.30 32.33.73.70 BERG Ultim Champion InGround 330 + Safety Net Deluxe 330x220 cm 27 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

32.33.13.30 32.33.13.70 BERG Ultim Champion InGround 330 330x220 cm 27 cm 500 kg 100 kg 30 mm 400 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

An extra wide 
protective edge  
(400 mm) for even  

safer trampolining.

The strong, rustproof frame 
has been made for you to 

enjoy the trampoline for 
many years.

BERG Ultim Champion BERG Ultim Champion

30 mm
400 mm

30 mm

+14
age

Safety Net Deluxe:
• High-quality net material
• Curved poles for extra protection
• The extra upper edge keeps the net

nice and taut

Jump until you are fit on our very best trampoline with 
TwinSpring Gold springs. These springs will ensure that 
you get the most out of your workout. Very suitable for 

an intensive workout.

              Champion InGround    
BERG

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ ★ BERG               Champion

Due to the diagonally placed 
TwinSpring Gold springs  
you can make better and 

safer jumps over the  
entire trampoline. 
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LEVELS Game*
AVAILABLE WITH

BERG Favorit  
+ Safety Net Comfort

BERG Favorit InGround  
+ Safety Net Comfort        

BERG Favorit

The galvanised GoldSpring 
Solo spring is longer than the 

GoldSpring Talent spring.  
This makes for better and 

higher jumps.

The sturdy frame of a Favorit 
will last for many years due to 

the large diameter.

Thanks to the thick layer of 
PVC, the protective edge will 
last for a long time. The edge 
is 380 mm wide and 10/20 

mm thick.

Can’t get enough of all that jumping? No problem! The BERG 
Favorit will give you years of pleasure. This trampoline 
has been developed with great care and attention so that 
children and adults can jump safely. The GoldSpring Solo 
spring is long, which results in better and more flexible 
jumps. The Safety Net Comfort is extra safe due to a  
self-closing entrance and a protective foam layer  
around the poles. 

Nice supple jumps thanks to the  
GoldSpring Solo springs

Safe, self-closing entrance

UV4

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green Model Diameter Entrance 

height Test weight
Max. 

jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

- 35.09.01.02 BERG Favorit 270 + Safety Net Comfort 270 cm 70 cm 350 kg 70 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.11.94.00 35.11.01.02 BERG Favorit 330 + Safety Net Comfort 330 cm 85 cm 500 kg 100 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.12.94.00 35.12.01.02 BERG Favorit 380 + Safety Net Comfort 380 cm 90 cm 550 kg 110 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.14.94.00 35.14.02.02 BERG Favorit 430 + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 90 cm 600 kg 120 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.14.99.00 - BERG Favorit 430 Levels + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 90 cm 600 kg 120 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

- 35.09.05.01 BERG Favorit InGround 270 + Safety Net Comfort 270 cm 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.11.92.00 35.11.04.01 BERG Favorit InGround 330 + Safety Net Comfort 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.12.92.00 35.12.04.01 BERG Favorit InGround 380 + Safety Net Comfort 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.14.92.00 35.14.09.01 BERG Favorit InGround 430 + Safety Net Comfort 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

- 35.09.47.02 BERG Favorit InGround 270 270 cm 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.11.43.00 35.11.47.02 BERG Favorit InGround 330 330 cm 20 cm 500 kg 100 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.12.43.00 35.12.47.02 BERG Favorit InGround 380 380 cm 20 cm 550 kg 110 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

35.14.43.00 35.14.47.02 BERG Favorit InGround 430 430 cm 20 cm 600 kg 120 kg 10/20 mm 380 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.
* More information can be found on page 29. 

Do your workout on an unobtrusive, safe Favorit 
trampoline! You jump closer to the ground and you 

can easily step onto the trampoline due to the low 
threshold of 20 cm. The protective edge is 380 mm 
wide. This ensures a good protective overlap over 

the springs.

BERG           

The frame of an InGround trampoline 
is specially designed to be sunk in the 
ground and is equipped with 8 short 

legs. The frame is rustproof.

Favorit InGroundThe net, which is attached to the 
protective edge, prevents children, 

animals and toys from getting under 
the trampoline.

BERG Favorit BERG Favorit

+14
age

Good quality net material

On a round trampoline you 
always jump towards the 

centre, which makes jumping 
extra safe.

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ 
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★
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BERG                Favorit  
+ Safety Net Comfort    

BERG                 Favorit

The oval shape combines the 
efficient strength of a round 
frame with the large jumping 

surface of a rectangular 
trampoline. 

The oval Favorit trampoline combines a strong round frame 
with the larger jumping surface of a rectangular trampoline. 
The Grand Favorit also provides years of jumping fun 
because the trampoline stands firmly on the ground with 
little wear and tear. This trampoline has been developed so 
that children and adults can jump safely. The GoldSpring 
Solo spring is longer than the Talent spring, which results 
in better and more flexible jumps. The Safety Net 
Comfort is extra safe due to a self-closing entrance and 
a protective foam layer around the poles. 

UV4

The galvanised GoldSpring 
Solo spring is longer than the 

GoldSpring Talent spring.  
This makes for better and 

higher jumps.

The sturdy frame of a Favorit 
will last for many years due to 

the large diameter.

Thanks to the thick layer 
of PVC, the protective edge 
will last for a long time. The 
protective edge is 380 mm 

wide and 20/10 thick.

Nice supple jumps thanks to the 
GoldSpring Solo springs

Strong, oval frame

Do your workout on an unobtrusive, safe Favorit trampoline! 
You jump closer to the ground and you can easily step onto 

the trampoline due to the low threshold of 27 cm. The 
protective edge is 380 mm wide. This ensures a good 

protective overlap over the springs.

BERG           

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green Model Dimensions Entrance 

height
Test 

weight
Max. 

jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

30.23.65.30 30.25.65.70 BERG Grand Favorit 520 + Safety Net Comfort 520x345 cm 95 cm 600 kg 120 kg 20/10 mm 380 mm

30.25.65.30 30.23.65.70 BERG Grand Favorit InGround 520 + Safety Net Comfort 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 20/10 mm 380 mm

30.23.15.30 30.23.15.70 BERG Grand Favorit InGround 520 520x345 cm 27 cm 600 kg 120 kg 20/10 mm 380 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

The net, which is attached 
to the protective edge, 

prevents children, animals 
and toys from getting under 

the trampoline.

Favorit InGround
The frame of an InGround 
trampoline is specially designed 
to be sunk in the ground and is 

equipped with short legs.  
The frame is rustproof and has 

a large diameter.

BERG Grand Favorit BERG Grand Favorit

+14
age

BERG  
             Favorit InGround  
+ Safety Net Comfort

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ ★ 
                Quality:   ★ ★ ★ 

Safe, self-closing entrance
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 Talent  
+ Safety Net Comfort    

BERG Talent InGround  
+ Safety Net Comfort

BERG Talent
The compactness of the round BERG Talent makes it the 
most suitable trampoline for the smaller garden. Children can 
discover in a safe way how much fun trampolining is on a 
BERG Talent! The special GoldSpring Talent springs ensure 
that some great jumps can be made on this trampoline 
compared with other trampolines with the same diameter. 
The frame is rustproof so the trampoline will last for 
many years. The Talent is available with the self-closing 
Safety Net Comfort. As a result, children can bounce on 
the trampoline without a care in the world!

The protective edge is made of 
weatherproof PVC (0.35 mm thick)

The Talent is equipped with 
the GoldSpring Talent springs, 
making jumping even easier.

The frame of a Talent will 
last for many years.

Thanks to the layer of PVC, 
the protective edge will 
last for a long time. The 

protective edge is 290 mm 
wide and 17 mm thick.

Lots of jumping fun thanks to the 
GoldSpring Talent springs

Safe, self-closing entrance

UV

BERG

Art. no.
l green Model Diameter Entrance 

height Test weight Max. jumping 
weight

Thickness  
protective edge

Width 
protective edge

35.26.00.00 BERG Talent 180 + Safety Net Comfort 183 50 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.28.00.00 BERG Talent 240 + Safety Net Comfort 244 60 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.30.00.00 BERG Talent 300 + Safety Net Comfort 305 76 cm 350 kg 70 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.26.10.00 BERG Talent InGround 180 + Safety Net Comfort 183 20 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.28.10.00 BERG Talent InGround 240 + Safety Net Comfort 244 20 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.30.10.00 BERG Talent InGround 300 + Safety Net Comfort 305 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.26.47.00 BERG Talent InGround 180 183 20 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.28.47.00 BERG Talent InGround 240 244 20 cm 250 kg 50 kg 17 mm 290 mm

35.30.47.00 BERG Talent InGround 300 305 20 cm 350 kg 70 kg 17 mm 290 mm

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

We also have a BERG Trampoline for the smaller garden 
on which you can work on your fitness. This trampoline 

has GoldSpring Talent springs so that you can easily do 
a workout session.

BERG Talent InGround           
The net, which is attached 
to the protective edge, 
prevents children, animals 
and toys from getting under 

the trampoline.

BERG Talent BERG Talent

The frame of an InGround 
trampoline is specially designed 
to be sunk in the ground and is 

equipped with short legs.  
The frame is rustproof and  

easy to assemble

+14
age

On a round trampoline you 
always jump towards the 

centre, which makes jumping 
extra safe.

Jumping comfort:   ★ ★ ★ 
                Quality:   ★ ★ 
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BERG Sports series

Art. no.
l black

Art. no.
l grey

Art. no.
l green

Art. no.
l red Model Shape Diameter/size Entrance 

height
Width 

protective 
edge

AirFlow TwinSpring

- 37.51.03.00 37.51.07.00 37.51.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 330 Round 330 20 cm 400 mm   

- 37.52.03.00 37.52.07.00 37.52.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 380 Round 380 20 cm 400 mm  

- 37.54.03.00 37.54.07.00 37.54.00.00 BERG Elite InGround 430 Round 430 20 cm 400 mm  

- 38.31.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 330 Round 330 0 cm 440 mm  

- 38.32.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 380 Round 380 0 cm 440 mm  

- 38.34.03.00 - - BERG Elite FlatGround 430 Round 430 0 cm 440 mm  

- 30.43.25.30 - - BERG Grand Elite InGround 520 Oval 520x345 cm 27 cm 400 mm  

32.41.25.40 - - - BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround 500 Rectangular 500x300 cm 0 cm 440 mm  

32.41.85.40 - - - BERG Ultim Elite FlatGround 500 + AeroWall 2x2 Rectangular 500x300 cm 0 cm 440 mm  

- - 35.39.57.01 - BERG Champion InGround 270 Round 270 cm 20 cm 380 mm  

- 35.41.53.01 35.41.57.01 - BERG Champion InGround 330 Round 330 cm 20 cm 380 mm  

- 35.42.53.01 35.42.57.01 - BERG Champion InGround 380 Round 380 cm 20 cm 380 mm  

- 35.44.53.01 35.44.57.01 - BERG Champion InGround 430 Round 430 cm 20 cm 380 mm  

- 38.11.03.00 38.11.07.00 - BERG Champion FlatGround 330 Round 330 cm 0 cm 400 mm  

- 38.12.03.00 38.12.07.00 - BERG Champion FlatGround 380 Round 380 cm 0 cm 400 mm  

- 38.14.03.00 38.14.07.00 - BERG Champion FlatGround 430 Round 430 cm 0 cm 400 mm  

- - 30.33.13.70 - BERG Grand Champion InGround 350 Oval 350x250 cm 27 cm 390 mm  

- - 30.33.14.70 - BERG Grand Champion InGround 470 Oval 470x310 cm 27 cm 390 mm  

- 30.33.25.30 30.33.25.70 - BERG Grand Champion InGround 520 Oval 520x345 cm 27 cm 390 mm  

- 32.33.13.30 32.33.13.70 - BERG Ultim Champion InGround 330 Rectangular 330x220 cm 27 cm 400 mm  

- - 35.09.47.02 - BERG Favorit InGround 270 Round 270 cm 20 cm 380 mm 7 7

- 35.11.43.00 35.11.47.02 - BERG Favorit InGround 330 Round 330 cm 20 cm 380 mm 7 7

- 35.12.43.00 35.12.47.02 - BERG Favorit InGround 380 Round 380 cm 20 cm 380 mm 7 7

- 35.14.43.00 35.14.47.02 - BERG Favorit InGround 430 Round 430 cm 20 cm 380 mm 7 7

- 30.23.15.30 30.23.15.70 - BERG Grand Favorit InGround 520 Oval 520x345 cm 27 cm 380 mm 7 7

- - 35.26.47.00 - BERG Talent InGround 180 Round 183 cm 20 cm 290 mm 7 7

- - 35.28.47.00 - BERG Talent InGround 240 Round 244 cm 20 cm 290 mm 7 7

- - 35.30.47.00 - BERG Talent InGround 300 Round 305 cm 20 cm 290 mm 7 7

View all product specifications at www.bergtoys.com or ask one of the BERG Dealers for more information. 
For warranty conditions, see www.bergtoys.com/uk/registration.

BERG Sports series BERG Sports series

+14
age

BERG Elite

Ø330, Ø380, Ø430 Ø330, Ø380, Ø430 520 500

Superior quality and safety! UV10

BERG Champion

Ø270*, Ø330, Ø380, Ø430 Ø330, Ø380, Ø430 350*, 470*, 520 330

The unbeaten champion for longer and safer jumps. UV5

BERG Favorit

520

The right balance between quality and price.

BERG Talent

Ø180, Ø240, Ø300

A genuine BERG trampoline for the smaller garden.

UV4

UV

Ø270*, Ø330, Ø380, Ø430

A trampoline is not just a toy, trampolining is a sport! BERG has a 
special sports line for youngsters aged 14 and over. Improve your 
stamina, flexibility, fitness level, strength and coordination with a 
BERG Sports trampoline.
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* This trampoline is not available in every colour; view the table on the following page or visit bergtoys.com.
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BERG Weather Cover Basic
• Weatherproof cloth 
• Easy to fit
• Available for all round trampolines

BERG Weather Cover Extra

High-quality 
weatherproof  
PVC sail cloth

 Easy to fit, includes 8 hooks for  
extra strong attachment

Special drainage holes in the 
weather cover ensure that 
the jumping mat does not 
sag during heavy rainfall

BERG Ultim Weather Cover Extra BERG Grand Weather Cover Extra

Compatible with all BERG Trampolines

This special net prevents children, animals and toys from 
getting under the trampoline. A safe solution!

BERG Frame Net

Frame Net Basic
• Weatherproof net 
•  The galvanised eyelets ensure solid anchoring 

Frame Net Extra
•  High-quality weatherproof net
•  The galvanised eyelets, loops and pegs ensure  

extra solid anchoring 

Art. nr. Model

35.80.06.00 BERG Frame Net Basic 180

35.80.08.00 BERG Frame Net Basic 240

35.80.10.00 BERG Frame Net Basic 300

35.80.09.01 BERG Frame Net Extra 270

35.80.11.01 BERG Frame Net Extra 330

35.80.12.01 BERG Frame Net Extra 380

35.80.14.01 BERG Frame Net Extra 430

Art. nr.
l grey

Art. nr.
l green

Art. nr.
l black Model

- 35.99.26.00 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 180

- 35.99.28.00 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 240

- 35.99.27.03 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 270

- 35.99.30.00 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 300

- 35.99.33.03 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 330

- 35.99.38.03 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 380

- 35.99.43.03 - BERG Weather Cover Basic 430

- 35.99.52.02 - BERG Weather Cover Extra 270

35.99.63.00 35.99.53.02 - BERG Weather Cover Extra 330

35.99.64.00 35.99.54.02 - BERG Weather Cover Extra 380

35.99.65.00 35.99.55.02 - BERG Weather Cover Extra 430

35.98.33.00 35.98.32.01 - BERG Ultim Weather Cover Extra 330

- - 35.98.54.00 BERG Ultim Weather Cover Extra 500

- 35.97.37.00 - BERG Grand Weather Cover Extra 350

- 35.97.47.00 - BERG Grand Weather Cover Extra 470

35.99.68.00 35.98.58.01 - BERG Grand Weather Cover Extra 520

Secure your trampoline more firmly with this anchor set for 
even more safety.

BERG Anchor set

35.99.10.00 BERG Anchor set

BERG Accessories
Complete your BERG Trampoline with these accessories.

BERG Accessories BERG Accessories
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BERG

Trampoline accessories

BERG Levels is a challenging game 
that stimulates the development of 

children in a fun way by making a link 
between physical and cognitive skills.  

 
The game has been developed in 

collaboration with primary school teachers 
for children of different ages. The youngest 

children learn colours and start developing 
balance. The older children are stimulated to 

remember increasingly longer series and to 
make more difficult sums.

The game includes dice and instructions. 
 

LEVELS GameBERG
NEW!BERG Accessories

Complete your BERG Trampoline with these accessories.

BERG Accessories BERG Accessories

BERG Ladder Platform + BERG Ladder
Available with BERG Ladders S, M and L. 

Ladder S
For trampolines 
measuring 50 and 60 
cm high. The ladder 
is height adjustable.

Ladder M
For trampolines 
measuring 70 and 76 
cm high. The ladder 
is height adjustable.

Ladder L
For trampolines 
measuring 85, 90 and 
95 cm high. The ladder 
is height adjustable.

Sturdy 
construction

The steps are 
covered with an 

anti-slip material 
that allows water 
to seep through it

Don’t forget 
to place your 
shoes in the 

handy little net

By attaching the unique BERG Ladder 
Platform to the ladder, you can climb onto or 

off the trampoline even more easily

Art. nr. Model

35.90.06.00 BERG Ladder S

35.90.05.00 BERG Ladder M

35.90.04.00 BERG Ladder L

35.90.56.00 BERG Ladder Platform + Ladder S   

35.90.55.00 BERG Ladder Platform + Ladder M  

35.90.54.00 BERG Ladder Platform + Ladder L   

This resulted in three games with different levels:
• Balance game (the better the balance, the better the jumps)
• Sump jump game (playfully learn numbers and maths)
• Memory game (train the brain in a fun way)

Easy clip-on bag for 
storing the game balls 
& the rule sheets

3 soft 
game balls

3 different games  
for a lot of  

game variation


